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FLIP 
The modern workspace is fluid and ever-changing. With 
businesses constantly transforming and teams becoming 
more connected, workspaces need to be ready to flip at 
any second.  

The flip is designed for effortless interchange. Imagine 
clearing an entire workspace for a standing function or 
important team address with a single hand.  

Silence and effortlessness are at the forefront of the design 
whilst ensuring durable and stable mechanisms 
compliment every moving part.  

Reimagining, evolving or simply tweaking a space is a 
discreet process with the Flip; a critical piece to both large 
format, open plan and compact areas.   



FLIP 
Designed and rationalised by local designers to ensure the 
Flip fits the current needs of Australian workspaces. 

Australian make means critical elements such as stabilising 
mechanisms, high quality castors and rubberised treads 
meet durability and longevity standards you require.  

DIMENSIONS 
Height: 720mm 
Length: 1200 - 2400mm 
Width: 650 - 900mm 

Australian made and designed 



FLIP 
FEATURES 

Ability to group and configure multiple tables together with linking 
mechanism 

Flip mechanism, frame, handle and assembly made from cast zinc 

Minimal look, industrial grade, lockable castors 

Glides on hard and soft floors with discreet rubberised tread 

Flip with effortless, one-handed motion 

Lockable and stabilised in standing and flip position  

Designed to nest in flip position 







FINISHES 
Texture white 

Texture warm grey 

Texture black 

Satin black with polish aluminium 

Custom colours available
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FLIP 
An ELEMENTS curated range 
AGENTS: 
New South Wales: DISTRICT sydney@district.com.au www.district.com.au 
South Australia: AURA info@auraobjects.com www.auraobjects.com 
Victoria: DISTRICT melbourne@district.com.au www.district.com.au 
Western Australia: DISTRICT perth@district.com.au www.district.com.au
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